®
Atomation

Smart
Sensors (i.e. Atoms)
Connect Your Legacy Objects to the IoT
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We Solve the Problem - Differently
Automation

vs.

Atomation

Flexible, Self-Installation for a Fraction of the Cost of
an Automation System
12/07/2021
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We Solve the Problem - Differently
YOU

INSTALL

ATOM

LEARNS

ATOM

COMMUNICATES

YOU

KNOW

Smart, Simple
& Scalable
Requiring No
Customer
Infrastructure

You install by easily
attaching the Atom to
any device

12/07/2021

Atom learns what
normal is and monitors
for anomalies

Atom communicates
wirelessly when
necessary

PP-rest Oy / Atomation

You know
what’s happening
across your
environment
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Reframing Objections as Opportunities
Objection

Overcoming the Objection

Priorities – not taking on any new projects

•

CSAT (Customer Satisfaction Score) not core
to operations

While shortening outage duration is an important benefit of an Atomation
installation, also important is the overall improvement for operations /
field teams
• Know what the issue is, where it originated and what may be
necessary to complete repairs before dispatching teams to the correct
location

Budget

•

Limited investment with measurable return – compared to larger
projects / initiatives the utility may be considering, the Atomation
solution offers a measurable return (therefore the placement of Atoms
early in the program is so critical)

Not sure of value

•

Depending on where the utility is located, this one can be an easy
answer:
• Earthquake / Typhoon / Hurricane / Storm
• Fire / Temperature / Humidity
• Flooding / Moisture
• Critical infrastructure or clients
What does one major event cost (outages, destroyed cargo, broken
machine, overheated server room…) them?

•

12/07/2021

No IT or additional programming support required – simple to install
and immediately operational

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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Pricing Example – Utility poles
UTILITY POLE EXAMPLE
100 poles / Prorgam
Price / Pole / Month
Total Price - 5 year Plan
Cost / Pole * 100 poles * 12 months * 5 years
Program Price / Year

$10.00
$60,000.00
$12,000.00

How much I’ll save in Maintenance Costs, when problems can be located immediately and
accurate?
How much I’ll save in Maintenance Costs, when Atomation gives me pre-warning, before
complete destruction?
How much I can reduce manpower, when exact location and root cause is known in
advance?
What is the cost of the Customer dissatisfaction in case of outages?
What is the cost of the Production Shutdown, if vital equipment is out-of-order due to unexpected damage?
12/07/2021
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Atomation Solution
– How it Works?

12/07/2021
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How it works?
Atom
AT-R1.0

Gateway
GW-R1.0c to
Upload Data
Cat M1 LTE
Communications

Atom
AT-C1.0

Atomation
Cloud
Database

Rest API
Atom
AT-U1.0c

Self Contained, Wireless End-to-End Information Platform
12/07/2021
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Manage via App or Dashboard
Centralized or Individual Set-Up
• Configurable thresholds and
reporting intervals
• Individual or mass updates
• Use Atomation dashboards or
integrate into your existing control
systems (open API)
• Android and IOS App’s

12/07/2021
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GW-R1.0c Gateway - Connect
Atoms to the Cloud
• 146mm x 87mm x 57mm
• Bluetooth Low Energy communication
with AT-R1.0 Atoms, Range up to 800m
• LTE Cat-M1 cellular for direct
communication to the cloud
• GPS location
• Easily attached to utility poles and other
equipment
• Sealed enclosure with no maintenance
• 5-year battery life with low battery level
alerting

12/07/2021
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AT-U1.0c Atom - All-in-One Capability
For Remote Applications
•

146mm x 87mm x 57mm

•

Temperature, Accelerometer, and EMF sensors

•

Determines: Vibration, Tilt, Impact, Electric
Power On/Off, Equipment Active/Idle/Off

•

Threshold based alerts

•

Sealed enclosure with no maintenance

•

Bluetooth Low Energy communication to mobile
devices

•

LTE-M cellular for direct communication to the
cloud

•

GPS location

•

Circuit designed to work between -58 and +85ºC

•

7-year battery life with low battery level alerting

12/07/2021
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AT-R1.0 Atom - Compact Robust
Utility & Equipment Monitoring
• 57.91mm x 64.01mm x 35.05mm
• Temperature, Accelerometer, and EMF
sensors
• Connection to external sensors
• Determines: Vibration, Tilt, Impact, Electric
Power On/Off, Equipment Active/Idle/Off
• Threshold based alerts
• Bluetooth Low Energy communication with
Atomation Gateway
• Easily attached to utility poles and other
equipment
• Sealed enclosure with no maintenance5-year
battery life with low battery level alerting

12/07/2021
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AT-C1.0 Atom - Simple “Early
Warning” for Equipment
• Diameter 28.5mm, Height 17.7mm
• Temperature and Accelerometer sensors
• Determines: Vibration, Tilt, Impact,
Equipment Active/Idle/Off
• Threshold based alerts
• Bluetooth Low Energy communication
with Atomation Gateway
• Attaches magnetically to equipment
• 2-year battery life with low battery level
alerting

12/07/2021
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Primary
Markets

12/07/2021
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Utilities
Anyone Can Install and Setup
•
•
•
•

Can be mounted at any height
(recommend 3 – 3.5 meters from
ground)
Self-calibrating: no need for level or
plumb installation
Configurable pole description database
Automated connection and registration

Hard To Access Infrastructure
•
•

Reduce costs associated with expensive
equipment to find and repair poles in
inaccessible areas
Use AT-U1.0c

Weather Prone Areas
•
•

Immediately triage large scale outages
due to weather and natural disasters.
Use AT-R1.0 on poles and GW-R1.0c for
communication

Rural or Seasonal Locations
•

•

Identify outages in locations where
smart meters aren’t effective in
identifying outages and people are not
around to call in outages.
Use AT-R1.0c or AT-R1.0/GW-R1.0c
depending on pole spacing

Critical infrastructure
•
•

Monitor multiple parts on transmission
towers for preventative maintenance.
Use AT-R1.0 or AT-C1.0 and GW-R1.0c
for communication

How Atomation works - Utilities

OUTAGES COST MILLIONS AND DRIVE CUSTOMER DISSATISFACTION
“Major” events account for less than 20% of all service interruptions but more than 50% of
the average time spent without service. Though they are less common than “Regular”
events, they have a greater impact on customer experience due to extended loss of service.
– US Energy Information Administration

12/07/2021
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Problem:

How Atomation
works – Use
Case Example
Steel Tower
Monitoring
Solution

7/12/2021

Steel towers in the field are subjected to a wide variety of atmospheric
conditions and potential damage. Towers have a variety of sensors that
were all measuring separate pieces of data. These sensors also required
that an employee visit the tower to download and then analyse the
data which was time-consuming and inconvenient, depending on the
location of the tower. The manufacturer wanted to know what events
and atmospheric conditions were impacting towers and wanted a
remote monitoring solution

Solution:
Multiple Atoms were installed at different locations on each individual
structure, utilizing wind, vibration, tilt, temperature sensors as well as
the ability to detect the presence / absence of EMF. Atomation
captured all data points the manufacturer needed and uploaded all
data directly to the cloud. No more visiting the towers to download the
data!
•

Is there ice or any other weather condition that will damage the
tower?

•

Is there line galloping?

•

Is there arcing?

•

During high wind conditions, are the angles or behaviour of the arms
changing?

•

Have the towers or arms been impacted by trees or something else?

•

Is there fire in the area?

•

Are the wires above the arms energized?

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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How Atomation
works – Use
Case Example
Steel Tower
Monitoring
Solution

7/12/2021

Results:
• Atoms were able to predict where a problem was likely
to occur based on data captured at the tower.
• Allows them to better place dampening equipment to
preserve the life / improve performance of the tower.
• Wind and vibration of the towers were also measured
and tracked to ensure towers remained balanced.
• Icing was determined by temperature readings below
32 degrees Fahrenheit for more than 24 hours.
• EMF was used to determine if the wires were
energized.
• Stand-alone Atoms were attached to the arms of the
towers. The standard Atom identifies temperature, line
icing range, studying different vibration patterns.
• People resources were more effectively deployed in the
field, resulting in better labour management and more
efficient triage of possible tower issues.
• Tower issues were identified before outages or issues
occurred in the field due to the information Atoms
captured and reported to the cloud, giving the
manufacturer more information about the stressors
impacting towers, improvements to manufacturing and
structure and better performance for their customers
PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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Barn Management
Improved and stable growing conditions for poultry and livestock
• Ideal meat quality and growing process
• Stable and controllable meat/fat ratio i.e. rapid growth and increased
meat yields
• Healthy pork, poultry and livestock

Controlled feeding process
• Optimized feed consumption
• Optimized feed purchasing process (i.e. able to place feed orders in
optimum time)

Automated monitoring and alarm system for mechanical failures of
vital equipment (feeding, climate)
• Temperature
• CO2
• Vibration (Fans, Motors, Conveyers), Electric Power On/Off,
Equipment Active/Idle/Off (Motors, Fans)
• Coming soon: Feed level control inside the silos

Atomation® will give a warning, before crucial damage will occur
• Most of the mechanical equipment failures will give “pre-warning”
before complete shutdown or failure
• Increases equipment life-time and reduces maintenance costs

How Atomation works – Barn Management
Acuity Specified
CO2 Sensor

Customer Mobile
Application
Atomation SDK

Customer

New Integration
To Be Developed
iOS/Android

Atoms
AT-R1.0
10 per Barn

Atomation
Firmware
= Atomation IP

Atomation
Cloud

Customer
Cloud

Gateway(s)
GW-R1.0c
1 or 2 per Barn

= Neutral/Open Source

= Acuity IP
12/07/2021
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How Atomation
works – Use
Case Example
Critical Barn
Equipment and
Environmental
Monitoring in
Livestock
Production

7/12/2021

Problem:
• Monitoring barn mechanical subsystems and the
environment where livestock is housed has never been an
option for most farmers because of the costs involved and
the complexity of trying to hardwire the necessary
equipment.
• Barn equipment and environmental monitoring is an ideal
use case for the Atomation solution.

Solution:
• Atoms are battery-operated sensors that communicate via
Bluetooth (BLE) and Cat M1 Cellular, delivering real-time
alerts via text message when anomalies occur and
capturing historical data to give insights on mechanical
subsystem operation and machine operation and
environmental trends.
• Atoms are installed on fans, feed motors, pumps,
generators, and heaters across the livestock production
facility to monitor key data inputs farmers need to know
to maintain the health of their livestock.

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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How Atomation
works – Use Case
Example
Critical Barn
Equipment and
Environmental
Monitoring in
Livestock
Production

7/12/2021

• Results:
• Atoms are able to immediately identify
and alert when barn environmental
systems fail, preserving the health of
the livestock.
• Monitoring of the cycle of the feed
motor indicates if the livestock was fed
on time and the quantity of food
delivered to the pen.
• Temperature inside the barn was also
monitored to correlate the inside
temperature to the operation of the
fans. When temperatures increased,
teams were notified to check which fan
had failed.

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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Industrial, Machinery, Mining
Machine Profile and Customizable Thresholds

• Atoms learn what normal is for your machine,
monitor for anomalies and establish thresholds that
monitor for any deviation

Scale to Monitor all your Organization’s Assets

• Atoms are inexpensive to purchase, install and
utilize. Easily add more Atoms when needed to
continuously add more machines to the IoT

No Additional IT Infrastructure

• Atoms connect wirelessly and are fully functioning,
self-contained units. No additional support from
other teams / departments is needed

Edge Computing

• Because Atoms function using the principle of
distributed intelligence, there is no need for complex
data storage. Any anomaly is identified and
communicated by each Atom on the local machine

Track Geographically Dispersed Equipment

• Atoms can monitor most machines / any device
across a wide geographic area, ensuring that any
device can be monitored and managed

Unlike traditional SCADA and industrial
control systems, Atoms require no hard
wiring back to control rooms or
additional IT infrastructure. Atoms easily
attach to machines, learn your device to
know what normal is, providing
information wireless to monitor
machinery, engines and devices that
aren’t currently part of existing
networks. Start connecting your legacy
devices to the IoT.

How Atomation works – Industrial

Install Atoms easily attach to any machine regardless of age or type and are small as well as
battery powered, reducing the need for mechanical expertise, time-intensive and expensive hardwiring, or re-engineering of infield devices.

Configure Using the Atomate It! app, anyone on your team can activate Atoms, set up a
device and customize thresholds. No technical or programming knowledge required.

Connect View Atoms across all your devices on a customizable dashboard. Use graphs and
analytics to get further insight to an anomaly, track and monitor machine usage and failures
and better predict when machines may be close to failure

12/07/2021
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How Atomation
works – Use Case
Example
Bearing and Motor
Monitoring Critical Machinery
Component
Monitoring: Shaker
Table / Separating
Systems

7/12/2021

Problem:
• Shaker tables are a key component of many
manufacturing processes. When the springs
wear out or begin to fail, the shaker table begins
to behave erratically, sometimes throwing things
(in this case, rocks!) off the table, resulting in a
safety hazard as well as a downed line while the
springs and the table are repaired
Solution:
• Atoms were installed on all four springs,
detecting when the springs began to exhibit
signs of fatigue prior to failure.
An Atom with an external temperature sensor
was installed to monitor bearing temperatures.

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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How Atomation
works – Use Case
Example
Bearing and Motor
Monitoring Critical Machinery
Component
Monitoring: Shaker
Table / Separating
Systems

7/12/2021

Results:
• Atoms were more than up to the task in this harsh
environment and performed flawlessly immediately after
installation. Atoms detected minor changes in spring
vibration that gave the team sufficient information to
infer when a spring was about to fail. Analysis of normal
operation across multiple devices allowed operators to
see when one device was not operating in the same
fashion as other, similar devices.
• Increases in bearing temperature gave the team an
immediate alert, to go and inspect the shaker, providing a
simple method for bearing and motor monitoring.
Bonus:
• Sometimes Atoms deliver insights that are not expected!
The user expected that when the table was in operation
without a load, bearing temperature would be lower. This
was not the case. The temperature actually increased
when the table was operated without anything on the
table. This finding, validated over several weeks of
operation, led the manufacturer to completely revamp
their maintenance program.
• They created a new inspection procedure to improve
shaker maintenance based on this finding. Now they are
using Atoms to correlate bearing temperature with
materials being manufactured. This lets them improve
overall performance and better understand the
maintenance needs of the motor.
PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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Logistics - Monitor and Manage
Maintain accountability for
goods throughout the logistics
life-cycle
Effectively and affordably
monitor the quality and safety
of your goods across your
distribution network with our
logistics Atom. Ensure cargo
condition confidence by
setting thresholds to record
and alert when goods are
outside set temperature and
humidity ranges or goods are
dropped or impacted.

Monitor temperature, humidity and impacts to improve
product quality on arrival

• Atomation’s Logistics Solution is revolutionizing the way goods are
monitored across the supply chain. Know when conditions exceed
safe thresholds for products or when products are dropped or
impacted to ensure safe delivery

Impact

• Monitor the safety of goods and create a timestamp if products are
dropped or impacted

Humidity

• Moisture can be very damaging to products, create a record when
environmental conditions are outside of set parameters

Customize Thresholds

• Easily change thresholds with our app when products change

Temperature

• Many goods are temperature sensitive, create a record when
products become outside of the proper temperature range

Create a Record

• Atoms store data on internal memory even if wireless connection
is lost

Track Changes of Custody

• Get updates and alerts as products change hands across the supply
chain

How Atomation works – Logistics

Install Atoms can be attached or built into any reusable transport packaging to
monitor the products they carry
Configure Using the Atomate It! App anyone on your team at any point in the
supply chain can activate Atoms and customize thresholds
Connect Our dashboards use maps, graphs and analytics to easily access
information and get further insights from Atoms across your distribution network
12/07/2021
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Problem:

How Atomation
works – Use
Case Example
HVAC Unit
Monitoring
Industrial Chillers

•
•

Solution:
•

•

7/12/2021

A manufacturer of HVAC equipment wanted
to be able to locate, monitor, and retro-fit
equipment that has already been installed.
Because most of their sales are through
channels, it can be difficult to locate where
the chiller was sold, when the sale is
complete and how the machine is
performing.

By placing Atoms inside the chiller and inside
the vent along with a gateway, the
manufacturer is now able to identify the
location of the chiller and get critical data
about machine operation.
Atoms provide temperature and vibration
data, giving the manufacturer insights about
machine operation as well as location of the
unit.

PP-rest Oy / Atomation
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How Atomation
works – Use
Case Example
HVAC Unit
Monitoring
Industrial Chillers

7/12/2021

• Result:
• Atoms were able to determine the
number of cycles by the compressor,
temperature inside and outside of the
chiller, verifying the performance and
location of the equipment.
• Bonus:
• From a marketing perspective, they
now know the usage data via API and
are able to present a marketing
dashboard showing where the chillers
were placed along with usage
/analytical data for the performance of
the chiller.
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Contact

PP-rest Oy

Tel / WhatsApp /Signal:

Jukka Salin

+358 50 3011103

Saukonkatu 6 C 15
20760 Piispanristi

Email:

Finland

jukka@pp-rest.com

VAT FI19636842
EORI FI1963684-2

atomation@pp-rest.com
Web:
https://solisdisplay.com/atomation/
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